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event yesterday was good,
“withThesome
good insights,
takeaways and networking
opportunities. I particularly liked
Joel Windels session on the
changing mobile threat
landscape – quite an eye-opener!
Thanks for inviting me.

”

was a pleasure and thank
“youIt for
inviting me to be on the

Head of information systems and
technology – Carpmaels & Ransford

panel. It was a great experience
and was good to be able to share
a small part of the experience
and insights I have gained over
my many years in technology. I
must say that the event was
exceedingly well run and the
level of attendee engagement
and focus was excellent. I would
love to stay in touch and would
also be interested should the
possibility of any future
opportunities arise.

”

“

Head of IT, Lester Aldridge

As always a very informed
event where we gain insight
into vendor solutions without
the sales pitch. An opportunity
to network with your peers and
also gain that realisation we
aren't on our own in
the challenges we face.
A well organised and very
credible event.

”

Head of IT, Dentons
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Speakers
Tom Davison, SE Manager EMEA
Lookout
Ben de la Salle, former CISO,
Old Mutual Wealth, virtual CISO
James Dowell, Senior Engineer EMEA
Verisign Security Services
James Elmer, former IT Director
Stephenson Harwood
Nick Green, Vice President of
Information Security at
Live Nation
Entertainment/Ticketmaster
Jeremy Hendy,
Chief Commercial Officer
RepKnight
Karla Jobling, Founder
BeecherMadden
Martin Lake, Head of IT
Lester Aldridge
Amit Lakhani,
Head of Information Security
Hermes Investment Management

Key themes

Matt Little, CTO
ZoneFox

Understanding the cloud: the devil is in the detail
Securing email and social media

Siddhartha Mankad, COO
Kemp Little
Paul Moloney,
IT Security Operations Manager
Eversheds Sutherland

Securing a cross-border digital infrastructure

Joe Nelson,
Principal Solutions Architect, EMEA
eSentire

Best practice network security
Enterprise mobility management

Gerrad Olisa-Ashar, former IT Security
Manager, Operations & Infrastructure
Minster Law

Securing core data security infrastructure

Todd Renner, Legal Attaché
FBI

Who attended?

Tim Sadler, CEO
CheckRecipient
Cyber-security

!$

We have a 15-year track record of producing
the events cyber-security professionals take
seriously

Risk Management

!$

We attract senior risk officers with
responsibility for information risk
assessment and mitigation

Fraud, Audit, Compliance

!$

Spencer Summons,
Head of Information Risk and Security
Tullow Oil
Ed Wallace,
Director of Advanced Threats
Countercept by MWR InfoSecurity

prevention and compliance owners at the

$ $

$

We provide the go-to events for fraud

Spencer Scott, Head of Cybersecurity
Clifford Chance

world’s key corporates

Data Protection & privacy

$

!$

We are a key venue for decision-makers
with budget and purchasing authority

$
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Kevin Watkins, Director,
Enterprise Security Architect
IHS Markit
Joel Windels, VP of Marketing
Wandera
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Agenda
08:00 Breakfast networking and registration
08:50 Welcome and opening remarks
09:00 Legal and law enforcement: collaboration and compromise
Todd Renner, Legal Attaché, FBI
• Lessons for the legal industry: what law firms need to know
• Case studies from the FBI perspective
• Information sharing is key – the issues with disclosure
09:20 Using DNS to help combat the threat of malware
James Dowell, Senior Engineer EMEA, Verisign Security Services
• Overview of the growing malware issues organisations face and how they relate to DNS
• DNS resolution process
• Discussion of DNSSEC, recursive DNS and DNS filtering
• Overview of Verisign DNS Firewall
09:40 Virtual realities: the truth from a virtual CISO
Ben de la Salle, former CISO, Old Mutual Wealth, virtual CISO
• Current threats, and why no-one is safe
• Technology confusion – having choices is great but where do you start?
• Capability shortage – how with the above challenges, this just compounds matters further
10:00 Networking and refreshments break
10:20 Streamlined, successful, centralised security. How to build a SOC and a cohesive security strategy
Spencer Summons, Head of Information Risk and Security, Tullow Oil
• The case study of Tullow Oil and how they built a SOC
• Why a cohesive cybersecurity strategy is important
• Cybersecurity as part of the key business infrastructure
10:40 The new mobile threats you need to know about for 2018
Joel Windels, VP of Marketing, Wandera
Join this talk to find out more about the biggest trends in the mobile threat landscape, including:
• Mobile phishing
• Cryptojacking
• Next gen malware
11:00 Misaddressed emails – the biggest form of data loss in 2017
Tim Sadler, CEO, CheckRecipient; and Siddhartha Mankad, COO, Kemp Little
• 95% of all security incidents involve human error – how can we prevent this?
• Shark attacks and car crashes: Interrogating fear and risk in data protection
• The case study of a law firm and how they safeguarded against misaddressed emails
11:20 The fast and the financial: the parallels between investment firms and law firms and how to climb the maturity curve
Amit Lakhani, Head of Information Security, Hermes Investment Management
• Cybersecurity will lose you business: how your clients’ data is your most important asset. And how to protect it
• Case study from Hermes. How we manage core data security and protect our business
• How to navigate the business structure and get senior management buy-in and engagement
11:40 Networking and refreshments break
12:10 Security at scale through devolution, augmentation and governance
Kevin Watkins, Director, Enterprise Security Architect, IHS Markit
• The objectives of the CISO, the practical realities facing the role
• The need to safely devolve security, augment the small security function, and apply robust governance to ensure
security is effective and spans the organisation
• Securing the Cloud, ‘people-centric security’, security champions
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Agenda
12:30 Protecting sensitive corporate data from the full spectrum of mobile risks
Tom Davison, SE Manager EMEA, Lookout
• What are the full spectrum of mobile risks?
• How everyday employee behaviours can jeopardise your data, systems, and compliance policies
• Mobile security best practices
• Evolving beyond mobile device management
• The ins and outs of threat intelligence
12:50 Why collaboration is key in a relentless threat environment
Ed Wallace, Director of Advanced Threats, Countercept by MWR InfoSecurity
• It’s essential to embrace change in a continuously evolving cybersecurity landscape, but how much?
• As our task continues to grow, how can we work together to stay ahead?
• Who will be your partner if things go wrong?
13:00 In conversation: continuous improvement in a continually changing market
James Elmer, former IT Director, Stephenson Harwood
• Continuous improvement, how to adapt to the changing threat landscape
• Taking a collaborative approach
• What happens when even the best protection is breached?
13:30 Lunch and networking
14:30 EXECUTIVE PANEL DISCUSSION Lessons from legal, for legal
Paul Moloney, IT Security Operations Manager, Eversheds Sutherland
Spencer Scott, Head of Cybersecurity, Clifford Chance
Gerrad Olisa-Ashar, former IT Security Manager, Operations & Infrastructure, Minster Law
Martin Lake, Head of IT, Lester Aldridge
15:00 Why implementing a cybersecurity culture is essential for the future of law firms
Matt Little, CTO, ZoneFox
• The assets that make law firms a prime target for attackers (and insiders)
• Is cybersecurity given adequate priority within crisis and risk management?
• What ZoneFox identified in legal organisations, and emerging trends
• Understand hurdles in implementing security without a security culture
15:20 Data breach detection – what’s outside your firewall?
Jeremy Hendy, Chief Commercial Officer, RepKnight
• How would you find out if your data got hacked, leaked or stolen?
• Real-time data breach detection as part of a GDPR compliance strategy
• Watermarking and fingerprinting – protecting your client & staff data
• Dark web footprints of the top 200 UK legal firms revealed – your data is already out there!
15:40 Managed detection and response. You know what it is… or do you?
Joe Nelson, Principal Solutions Architect, EMEA, eSentire
• What really is MDR and what it isn’t
• How MDR can assist with overcoming regulatory requirements such as GDPR
• Why MDR is so effective when dealing with an ever-evolving cyber threat landscape and never before seen threats
• Review: real-world cybersecurity attacks and how MDR stopped them in their tracks
16:00 Networking and refreshments break
16:20 Ticket to core protection: effective guidance to safeguard your business
Nick Green, Vice President of Information Security at Live Nation Entertainment/Ticketmaster
• Most law firms and legal entities are bombarded day to day with 100s of regulations etc.: What does ‘cyber protection’
really look like?
• Essential core protection technologies required by any company. Simple effective guidance to what a company can do
to protect itself
• A roadmap for what should be done depending on determined risk acceptance levels
16:40 Job’s a good’un: how law firms can find the information security talent they need
Karla Jobling, Founder, BeecherMadden
• What skills does the legal industry need from its information security professionals?
• The trends in talent in the legal industry
• Benchmarking the legal industry. How does it measure up?
17:00 Conference close
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